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General factors that support interoperability 

• Low barriers to entry for service providers and users 

• Incentives for sustainability: open standards 

• Shared services and infrastructure whenever possible – AAI, 
commercial procurement 

• Caveat! Ensuring interoperability between disciplines remains 
challenge that is not solved 
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Barriers to entry: talking about the importance of open, transparent systems with low barriers to entry and where the services themselves publish the details of their data and performance.Incentives for sustainability: using open, established standards and creating incentives for the distributed services to maintain their data is inherently more sustainable than large, curated, central resources�Could be shared services and infrastructure – could be AAI, could be shared procurement frameworks like through HelixNubula, etc. But - 



An architecture to support interdisciplinarity 
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Supporting an eco-system of cataloguesSlide on architecture - other disciplines can use ResearchSchemas, other areas have a large tag suite already. They have already or are developing a way of tagging datasets. This will go in metadata catalogues. �EOSC-Hub - ELIXIR Competence centre - they are working on the ’transfer’ aspectThis was the starting point for Bioschemas - lightweight standard for data discovery (the “F” in FAIR - arguably the starting point for any comprehensive FAIRification effort. Necessary but possibly not sufficient. However worth noting that much interesting science has come out of data that was found & accessed… You can go FAR without being completely FAIR…)�For bioschemas I would emphasise:1) open, extensible web standard - communities can extend and use. No royalties or restrictions.2) recognised by all major search engines - including google dataset search - and easy to build indexing / search engines adapted to your domain from open toolkits and published API (i.e. low engineering costs).3) Doesn’t require our data resources to reengineer anything - you can add bioschemas in a day via (hidden) tags to the webpage to the resource. (Low barrier to entry)4) Data resources maintain and update their own date - no central curation costs�And: the EOSCpilot 6.2 engaged extensively with RDA and so the outcomes build on conclusions from e.g. RDA “recommended metadata element set)�And: live deployed (56 at the moment) monitored here (http://bioschemas.org/liveDeploys/) . This includes resources like OmicsDI - 150k datasets; EGA - access controlled human datasets, Human Protein Atlas; biosamples - 5M+ pages with biological samples



Bioschemas
“schema.org markup 
for life sciences –
minimum properties 
needed for finding 
data”

http://bioschemas.org
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http://bioschemas.org/


Interoperability in practice 



Recommended Interoperability Resources 

Full details 
https://www.elixir-
europe.org/platforms/inter
operability/rirs

https://www.elixir-europe.org/platforms/interoperability/rirs
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